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Machine Translation
• Weaver Memo

• Poibeau - Machine Translation (1-89)

• Gunkel - Machine Translation
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History of Machine Translation
• Warren Weaver

• Co-author (with Claude Shannon) 

of the Mathematical Theory of 

Communication

• Translation Memorandum (1947)
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Objective:
There is no need to do more than mention the obvious 

fact that a multiplicity of languages impedes cultural 

interchange between the peoples of the earth, and is a 

serious deterrent to international understanding. The 

present memorandum, assuming the validity and 

importance of this fact, contains some comments and 

suggestions bearing on the possibility of contributing at 

least something to the solution of the world-wide 

translation problem through the use of electronic 

computers of great capacity, flexibility, and speed.

What assumptions are operative here?
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Operative Assumptions
- Utopian Vision and Objective

- Linguistic Difference is a problem

- Technological Determinism

- Communication = Cooperation
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Translation Methodology: 
Think, by analogy, of individuals living in a series of tall closed towers, all 

erected over a common foundation. When they try to communicate with 

one another, they shout back and forth, each from his own closed tower. 

It is difficult to make the sound penetrate even the nearest towers, and 

communication proceeds very poorly indeed. But, when an individual 

goes down his tower, he finds himself in a great open basement, common 

to all the towers. Here he establishes easy and useful communication 

with the persons who have also descended from their towers.

Thus may it be true that the way to translate from Chinese to Arabic, or 

from Russian to Portuguese, is not to attempt the direct route, shouting 

from tower to tower. Perhaps the way is to descend, from each language, 

down to the common base of human communication—the real but as yet 

undiscovered universal language—and then re-emerge by whatever 

particular route is convenient.
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λογος

워드

word

Translation between languages
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λογος

워드

word

Universal Language

Common base of human communication

The real but as yet undiscovered universal language
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MT Methods
• Rule Based MT

• Example Based MT

• Statistical MT

• Machine Learning MT



1. Rule-Based MT

• Words in one language are cross 

referenced to words in another 

language (i.e. bilingual dictionary)

• “Translation module” links the two 

languages through a series of 

transformation steps that are specific 

to that particular pair.



1. Rule-Based MT



1. Rule-Based MT

 Problems/Limitations of Rule Based MT

 Exceptions – Language use does not follow 

exact grammatical rules. There are numerous 

exceptions and variations.

 Language Pairs – Rule based MT is organized 

around language pairs. This creates a problem 

when you try to scale the approach to multiple 

languages



1. Rule-Based MT

 Rule Based MT Mathematics

 Language Pairs = n (n-1) translation modules

2 languages: 2 (2-1) = 2 translation modules

3 languages:  3 (3-1) = 6 translation modules 

9 languages: 9 (9-1) = 72 translation modules

German to Japanese

German to Japanese English to Japanese German to English

Japanese to German

Japanese to German Japanese to English English to German



1. Rule-Based MT

 Possible Solution = Interlingua

An intermediary language that mediates between different 

languages

2n translation modules - 3 languages = 6 MT modules



1. Rule-Based MT

The different approaches to rule-based MT—or 
what is also called “classical MT” (Jurafsky and 
Martin 2017)—can be organized into three 
main variants: Direct, Transfer, Interlingua. 
“These three kinds of approaches,” As Thierry 
Poubeau (2017, 28-29) explains “can be 
considered to form a continuum, going from a 
strategy that is very close to the surface of the 
text (a word-for-word translation) up to 
systems trying to develop a fully artificial and 
abstract representation that is independent of 
any language.” 

Vauquois Triangle



1. Rule-Based MT

The three methods of rule based MT 

(direct, transfer and interlingua) 

experienced enthusiastic support in 

the wake of Weaver’s Translation 

memo. But already by the late 1950s, 

optimism for success with these MT 

efforts began to lose ground and 

were increasingly the target of 

criticism.

ALPAC Report - 1966



1. Rule-Based MT

Altavista’s Babel Fish – Systran (1990s)



2. Example Based MT
• Parallel corpora = textual pairings of the same 

content in at least two different languages

• Use parallel corpora to provide example 
translations.

Canadian Parliament’s Order Paper and Notice Paper



2. Example Based MT

Makato Nagao - 1985 



2. Example Based MT

Example-based MT garnered considerable attention during the 1980s 

and was especially attractive for systems designed to handle Asian 

languages. But this approach to developing MT applications does 

have important limitations.

1) It requires a large number of parallel corpora that are aligned, if at 

all possible, at the sentence level. Fortunately this kind of data 

became increasingly accessible throughout the 80's as documents 

were digitized and uploaded to the Internet. 

2) But even though the number of parallel corpora have increased 

considerably since the privatization of the Internet, there are still 

situations where aligned fragments cannot be identified. When this 

occurs, example-based MT systems either fail or need to fall back on 

direct word-for-word translations. 



3. Statistical MT
• Translation model based on probably and 

statistics instead of grammatical rules.

• Parallel corpora provide translation data. Large 

number of bilingual texts. 



3. Statistical MT
1) Sentence to be translated is broken 

up into linguistic chunks, i.e. individual 

words or sequence of words. 

2) Translation program looks to the 

bilingual corpora to find all the 

different ways human translators have 

translated these words (or sequence 

of words) in the past.  

3) The program generates 1000’s of 

different possible translations. It then rates 

these different translations based on the 

probability that they actually have 

occurred in the target language. Some 

are more like to occur than others; 

program picks the most likely version.    



3. Statistical MT

http://translate.google.com/about/intl/en_ALL/

Google Translate (2006-2016)
• Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)

• Quality varies between different

language pairs due to number of

available translated documents 

• Supported 103 different languages

http://translate.google.com/about/intl/en_ALL/


3. Statistical MT

https://yandex.com/company/technologies/translation/

 Problems/Limitations of SMT

 Complexity – SMT is complicated 

to build and maintain. Every new 

pair of languages requires experts 

to tweak and tune a new multi-

step translation process.

 Data Limitations – Need a lot of 

parallel texts. Some language 

pairs have a lot, others have very 

little. Translation quality depends 

on the number of available texts.

https://yandex.com/company/technologies/translation/


4. Machine Learning MT

https://medium.com/@ageitgey/machine-learning-is-fun-part-5-language-translation-with-deep-learning-and-the-magic-of-sequences-2ace0acca0aa

• Use a neural network to discover translation 
patterns in data

• Feed the network the parallel corpora and the 

machine discovers the translation by itself



4. Machine Learning MT

Learning Phrase Representations…
• Scientific Paper published in 2014

• Demonstrate the feasibility of RNN 

for machine translation tasks



4. Machine Learning MT

1) Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

A neural network where the previous 

state of the network is used as one of 

the inputs to the next calculation. This 

allows the network to find patterns in 

a sequence of data.

2) Encoding/Decoding

Turn words into a series of numerical 

measurements. This permits us to 

represents every possible different 

sentence in any language as a series of 

unique numbers and vice versa.



4. Machine Learning MT

3) Sequence-to-Sequence Translation

Put two RNNs together. 

The first RNN generates the encoding that represents an English sentence. 

The second RNN takes that encoding and decodes it into Spanish. 



4. Machine Learning MT

 Features/Limitations

 Do not need to know how to translate 

between languages. The computer 

figures this out for itself.

 Limited by the amount of training 

data and available computer power 

to process the data.

 Examples

Google Neural Machine Translation 

(GNMT) – 2016

Microsoft Skype (2017)



4. Machine Learning MT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrlTzS7Fk6o

Microsoft Skype

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrlTzS7Fk6o
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MT Objective = Real-Time Translation
• Star Trek “Universal Translator”

• Overcome linguistic difference
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Questions
• Why bother learning another language?

• Is the “foreign language” requirement obsolete?

• Have we automated foreign language learning out 

of a job?
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Assumptions from Babel
• One language = Good

Many languages = Bad

• Monolinguism = God-like Powers

Linguistic Diversity = Impotence
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Rethinking Babel 
The ripened humanity of language, its indispensable 

conservative and creative force live in the extraordinary 

diversity of actual tongues, in the bewildering profusion 

and eccentricity (though there is no center) of their 

modes. The psychic need for particularity, for 'inclusion' 

and invention is so intense that it has, during the whole 

of man's history until very lately, outweighed the 

spectacular, obvious material advantages of mutual 

comprehension and linguistic unity. In that sense, the 

Babel myth is once again a case of symbolic inversion: 

mankind was not destroyed but on the contrary kept 
vital and creative by being scattered among tongues 

(George Steiner).
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Another Perspective on Babel
Linguistic diversity is not a bad thing. It is a 

survival mechanism, like bio-diversity.

Diversity of tongues did not ruin human 

society but kept it vital and creative.

A plurality of languages is positive and 

learning to operate in different languages is 

crucial to human innovation and success.



Today Natural Language Processing (NLP)



Exercise

Chatterbots
PandoraBot QuickStart

PandoraBot Tutorial
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Experiment with Chatterbots
Objective – Learn about the 

capabilities and limitations of this 

approach to NLP by building our 

own chatterbot.

Procedure – Use Pandorabots to 

program a bot using AIML (Artificial 

Intelligence Markup Language), 

which is written in XML syntax.



Sign In http://pandorabots.com



Editor



Create New Bot
493 + Last Name + bot



Files – Write AIML



Writing AIML



Writing AIML



Writing AIML



Writing AIML



Writing AIML



Writing AIML



Wildcards *



Wildcards ^



Wildcards - <star/>



Wildcards - <star index=“n”/>



Variables



Variables – Predicate



Variables – Predicate



Variables – Predicate



Variables – <think>



Conditionals



Conditionals



Conditionals



Conditionals



Conditionals


